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Collaborative Web-enabled Geovisual Analytics applied to OECD Regional Data

Abstract:

Geovisualization research has in the past decade focused on explorative spatial visual analysis. Collaborative visual communication tools are needed that are a natural complement to and an extension of the Geovisual Analytics process that facilitate streamline the reporting process; improve the overall credibility of the results and save valuable time for the analyst.

Geovisual Analytics tools are introduced that help establish progress initiatives aimed at measuring and collaborating, through statistical indicators, economic, social and environmental developments and to engage both statisticians and the public in such activities. Novel means can help domain experts to share their understanding of unfolding events and follow the author's reasoning process. OECD eXplorer is a dynamic web-enabled Geovisual Analytics tool that enables statisticians to explore geospatial, temporal and multivariate indicators, discover interesting relationships, share their incremental discoveries with colleagues and finally communicate selected relevant knowledge to the public. These discoveries often emerge through the diverse backgrounds and experiences of expert domains and are precious in a creative analytics reasoning process.

To achieve a collaborative GeoAnalytics platform, we have developed an object-oriented architecture that supports the capture, re-use and share of task-related explorative events through memorized interactive visualization views (so called "storytelling") based on a snapshot mechanism. The overall goal is to bring the entire explorative scenario through the snapshot mechanism into easy accessible XML files or web-enabled report formats and share the results from this analytical process.
content of a static web report is extended with embedded interactive visualization components, target data, snapshots or even a continuous story of snapshots and integrated into, for example, a HTML document structure. Given this global dimension of such a task, the “dream” of building a repository of progress indicators, where experts and public users can use GeoAnalytics tools to compare situations for two or more countries, regions or local communities, could be accomplished in close collaboration with our research partner OECD.